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SEO Introduction 
 

"The best place to hide a dead body is 
page 2 of Google search results." 

 
 
SEO stands for "search engine optimization." In simple terms, it's the process of structuring 
your website to increase its visibility for relevant searches. The better visibility your website 
has, the more likely you will garner attention and attract prospective and existing customers 
to your business. 
 
This document will teach you about the basics of three things you can do to increase your 
SEO quickly. The first section focuses on the importance of Keywords. Search engines 
recommend websites based on how relevant the searched words compare to the words on 
your website. Therefore, by using words and phrases frequently searched in search engines 
(Keywords), your website will get more traffic. The hardest part about Keywords is finding 
words that are searched often but are not too competitive. That's where we come in. We are 
experts in finding Keywords and can perform a Keyword Analysis to provide you a list of 
highly valuable keywords.  
  
The following section explains how to create quality content. Content is the text, images, 
and videos that are on your website. The main takeaway of this section is to use Keywords 
frequently and create content that people are willing share with others. 
  
The final section focuses on the most essential and challenging part of SEO, links. Links are 
what direct people to your website. Google and other search engines' primary function is 
finding and ranking links that point to websites. By having many organic links or links from 
well-known sites, search engines will identify your website as “important” and will highly 
recommend your website on relevant searches. If you're interested in getting links, please 
reach out to us. We can perform a link analysis that will show the links you currently have 
and what links you can get. Then, we develop the links for you. 
 
 

SEO is complex and can increase your website's traffic exponentially.  
This document only covers the basics. If you're interested in boosting business 
and website traffic, please contact us and schedule an SEO Consultation.  



Keywords 
 

Keywords are the words and phrases that are commonly entered into search engines. If you reduce all 
the content on your website — all the text, images, video, etc. — down to simple words and phrases, 
those are the words search engines use to rank your page. 

As a website owner, you want the keywords on your web pages to be relevant to what people are 
searching for so they have a better chance of finding your website among search results. 

We recommend that you use these Keywords FREQUENTLY and for EVERYTHING 
on your website – titles, body text, image descriptions, link text, URL slugs, etc. 

 

Need help finding keywords? Give us a call at (630) 280-6791. 

 

Content 
 
 
Content is the text, images, and videos that may be found on your website. Google and other search 
engines will scan your website's content and use it in their SEO ranking algorithms. Search engines 
look for your content's keywords and check that your content is human-readable. 
 
 
Creating quality content is simple. Use Keywords often and create content that people are willing to 
view and share(link). 
 
 
 
 
How Much Content Should You Create 
 
While there is no clear answer to how much content your should produce. There are some general 
practices that we recommend. 
 
 

1. Make more content than your competitors 
 
 

2. If you do not have any competition, create content on a regular schedule. Then after a month, 
analyze your website's placement within the search engines and adjust your schedule until you 
have the desired effect on your SEO rankings.



Links 

 
 
While keywords are essential and effective at boosting your SEO ranking, it is not the primary device 
search engines use to rank your website.  
 
The most effective way to increase your SEO ranking is by having other websites link to 
your website.  
 
 
 

A link is an object that someone clicks to jump to your website 
 

Example of a link:  Click this link to go to Google.com 
 
 
 
 
 

How to get links? 
 
The preferred way to generate links is to create quality content that people willing to share.  
While generating links from quality content may be enough to get your website to rank highly within 
the search engines, we recommend utilizing any legal and moral methods to get links. 
 
 
 
 

Ways to get links: 
 
- Internal links (link pages on your website to other pages on your website) 
- Join networking groups 
- Hold a contest or promotion 
- Be a subject matter expert on the web 
- Write for a school 
- Write for a newspaper 
- Write testimonials 
- Post-How-to lists 
- Create controversy 

 
 

There are an infinite amount of ways to get links, Be creative and promote your website! 
 
 

Need more links? Give us a call at (630) 280-6791. 

 
 


